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 ABOUT JIM BOUCHARD: 

“The research is clear. People perform at their best when––

and only when––they know their leaders care, when their 

work has meaning and when they have the chance to learn, 

grow and develop… 

To accomplish this leaders need emotional intelligence, 

strong interpersonal skills and a well-developed sense of 

self-awareness. We call this type of leader a 'human-

centric' leader. In the dojo, we call this person SENSEI… 

 

I'm a former drug addict and two time college dropout. I used to think that was a miserable 

resume for someone who trains leaders to be better people. I now know that it is the perfect 

resume! Here's why... Leaders are made, not born. I'll go a little further, leaders are 

transformed. I transformed myself from a loser to a leader––from a drug abuser to a Black Belt, 

and later to Sensei. Over 25 years of teaching I helped hundreds of others transform themselves 

into Black Belts, and thousands more discover their best selves." 

 

Jim Bouchard is an internationally recognized speaker, Leadership Activist, and founder of The SENSEI 

LEADER Movement ™. He provides interactive keynotes and leadership programs for corporate and 

conference audiences around the world. Jim is a seasoned media guest, and appears regularly on TV and 

radio, including such programs as BBC Worldview and FOX News. He hosts Walking The Walk, a 

leadership podcast highlighting compassionate, engaged leaders from all areas of business, diverse 

cultures and experiences. 

He is a 2004 inductee to the U.S. Martial Arts Hall of Fame and was twice featured in "Inside Kung 

Fu"magazine. 

Jim is a volunteer mentor for incarcerated youth, an obsessive golfer and surf guitar player. In 2016 Jim 

was nominated to run for Congress. 
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The "5 Rings" was lights out. That was exactly what I wanted and it was a blast. Great way to end the 

day! 

C.P., 2019 CONFERENCE CHAIR, AIM/R 

Jim is a dynamic speaker who shares his personal story in his discussion of leadership. I have attended 

many leadership presentations over the years and delivered several myself. Jim tops them all. Highly 

recommended! 

C.M., CHAIR, ASIS INTERNATIONAL 

Wish I had your book 30 years ago. I have already identified several events over the next few weeks 
where I can deploy more advantageous tactics. Great stuff! An honor meeting you. 

E.D., PRESIDENT, CEO, HARTFORD FCU 

Jim presented to our group of senior level insurance executives, sharing his thought-provoking message 
on leadership. He really made an impact with the audience - many commented that his ideas were spot-
on. His message resonates at all levels of an organization - from the rookie to the seasoned professional 
- who can all learn something from his approach. 

J.S., AVP, MARKETING, GENRE LIFE CORPORATION 

Thank you so much!!! Jim was amazing and I had nothing but VERY POSITIVE comments received from 
those in attendance. I loved the way he had the group participating…it made all the difference in the 
world. 

S.M., CONFERENCE & EDUCATION DIRECTOR, NACMSW  

Jim presented at our conference this past summer. To say he captured and held the attention of the room 
during his presentation would be an understatement. His ability to engage his audience and draw them 
into the topic is phenomenal. He's a real person with real life experiences that shaped his life. His training 
provides insight into the skills required to achieve your goals as a leader, but he doesn't solve your 
problems or tell you how to do it. This is a fantastic training program and I've already scheduled him to do 
a leadership training class for my company. 

R.W., PRESIDENT, HR, REED & REED 

Jim expertly provided a 1/2 day seminar to our senior and middle leadership teams tailored specifically to 
our needs and the results shown in our pre event survey. His humor, real world examples, and easy 
conversational style engaged the entire group and helped his subject content hit home and stick. The 
entire process from inquiry to booking to post event follow up and debrief was incredibly easy and very 
user friendly. I highly recommend Jim to bring his coaching and teaching to your organization! 

C.P., HR DIRECTOR, MOUNT SAINT JOSEPH RESIDENCE AND REHABILITATION 

Your talk was excellent, and it made me think very hard about some ways that I am looking at certain 
situations and how I can better manage them and more importantly manage myself. I enjoyed your 
session more than any of the others at the event! 

B.P.A., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH BANK 

WOW!!! Consider my mind blown! Everything you talked about is all we strive for! I was so excited that I 
had five of our emerging leaders with me! They are our future and soaked up the knowledge you gave 
them. I know they will put that knowledge to work as well! 

J.A., DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES, ATLANTIC FCU  
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